Golf Defeats BU, Falls to Merrimack
By Tom Kawamoto

In hopes of capturing its 22nd consecutive winning season, the varsity golf team started the fall season with a 1-1 match record and continued to do so with a solid showing in its first tournament.

Although the course was in decent condition, the U.S. Golf Association would not be hanging on its door to host a U.S. Open. However, it was a fun course to play, and it was a nice change from Crystal Springs, which is the Engineers’ home course.

MIT defeated BU by 20 strokes, 408 to 428, led by Tommy Kawamoto ’96 and Phil Tracada ’96, who shot 75s. Four members on the team shot par or below par with a pair of 77’s. Rounding out the top five were Mike Lombardi ’97, Scott Price ’98, and Jason Onysko ’97 (85). No BU players broke 80, and their best score was an 86, shot by Chris Blunk.

During the weekend, the team traveled up to Vermont to play in the Duke Nelson Tournament hosted by Middlebury College. The Middlebury course (par 71) was a very stern test of golf, with thick and rough greens. On the first day, the Engineers took advantage of the weather and shot a 332, but were tied for third place in the standings.

On the second day, strong winds swirled over the course and caused scores to rise. The Engineers stumbled a bit and fell to 13th place. Second day scoring was as follows: Lombardi (87); Kawamoto, Schulze, and Onysko (88); and Tracada (91).

Divison III powerhouse Shild- more College won the tournament, followed closely by Salem State College. The Engineers felt frustrated at their collapse, but Lombardi was consoled by the fact that no medal was lost and the drive continued, being narrowly edged out by a player from Williams College.

By Monday’s Institute holiday, the Engineers played Merrimack College at Crystal Springs in Haverhill, Mass. Crystal Springs is a soft course, but it was a nice change from Crystal Springs.

A pair of rookies provided some good scores to the team. Freshman shooting an 81 and Morton Hoegh ’98 firing in an 85. Tracada provided a solid score with a 78. Although their scores did not count in the match, Joe Bac ’95 and Jay Onyski ’97 both shot 80s.

Male Gymnasts Win Academic Award
By Roger Crosley

The MIT men’s gymnastics team has been declared the national academic champion for the 1993-94 academic year. The award was bestowed by the National Association of Collegiate Gymnastics Coaches for Men (NACGC). The Engineers compiled a 9.80 cumulative point average on a 4.00 scale.

The team, which is ranked fourth in the nation, had nine student-athletes selected to the Academic All-District Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) Academic All-District team as well as four promising newcomers.
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Lions Beat Cowboys in Overtime
Detroit also comes away with share of NFC Central lead

Boston College, also 0-2, plays at Pittsburgh this week. Hopefully, Dan Henning will have figured out who his quarterback is by Saturday. Meanwhile, Boston University, 2-0 and ranked sixth in Division I-AA, visits Villanova.

In top 25 action, number one Florida has the week off, which should give Nebraska a chance to take over the top spot in the polls. The Commodores play Pacific (ahh, a Weekend schedule at last). Florida State, determined to get its ACC schedule out of the way as quickly as possible, plays North Carolina. Michigan had last week off to savor their victory over Notre Dame, and will play No. 7 Colorado tomorrow.

Bad news for the Buffaloes: Tyone Worley’s shoulder has healed, and the pre-season Heisman candidate is ready to play.

Penn State, the current leader in the Big Ten/Eleven, faces off against Rutgers. Number six Miami (Florida, or Ohio) goes up against a tough Washington team that includes superfast running back Napoleon Kaufman. Unbeaten Arizona plays against a disappointing Stanford team in a Pac-10 matchup. Notre Dame, whose 2-1-2 squarer against Michigan State dropped them further in the polls, hopes to redeem themselves against yet another Big Ten team, this time Purdue.

Last week Auburn ran three interceptions back for touchdowns in the fourth quarter to overcome LSU. This week, the Tigers should extend their 16-game winning streak against East Tennessee State. A few more easy games: Alabama hosts Tulane, and Texas A&M plays Southern Mississippi. Virginia Tech, coming off an upset of BC last weekend, will host Florida, a team they should have no problem with.

Previews of Coming Attractions
Call x3-1541
And ask for Dan Wang
For More Information.